Neuronal plasticity and ageing processes in the frame of the 'Red Queen Theory'.
On the basis of the morphofunctional evidence obtained in old brains of humans and mammals the present hypothesis has been introduced. This hypothesis states that neuronal plasticity can be used either to compensate for neuronal degeneration or to store new information. Thus, in pathological ageing the marked rate of degeneration has fully exhausted the already reduced plasticity capability of neural networks. In this way marked impairments of memory trace formation take place in pathological ageing conditions such as Alzheimer's disease. The essence of this hypothesis is that a competition for the available plasticity exists between the compensatory responses to ageing-induced degeneration and the processes necessary for memory trace formation. We have called this hypothesis the 'Red Queen Theory', an analogy borrowed from Lewis Carroll's book Through the Looking Glass. Thus, in ageing, processes responsible for plasticity must be forced to run at the highest possible rate to maintain the morphofunctional substrate of the existing networks as well as to allow the formation of new memory traces.